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In this penultimate entry to a nine part series, problem editor J. Chris Fisher examines problems that have appeared in Crux that involve Heronian triangles.
This month’s “free sample” is:

**3773. Proposed by Michel Bataille, Rouen, France.**

Soit respectivement $R$ et $r$ les rayons des cercles circonscrit et inscrit d’un triangle de côtés $a$, $b$, $c$. Sous quelle condition sur les angles du triangle l’inégalité
\[ a + b + c \leq 2\sqrt{3}(R + r) \]
est-elle respectée?

**3773. Proposed by Michel Bataille, Rouen, France.**

Let $R$ and $r$ be the circumradius and the inradius of a triangle with sides $a$, $b$, $c$. Under which condition on the angles of the triangle does the inequality
\[ a + b + c \leq 2\sqrt{3}(R + r) \]
hold?